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This app is affiliated with Green Dot Internet Bank. This allows you to access your account, card information, and manage your finances on the go. The Green Dot app is a program that lets you manage your finances on your Green Dot card. With this app, you can sign up for a new card with Green Dot Bank, order one, and activate it. Once you do, the setup
is fast and simple. All you have to do is fill the appropriate fields. When you set it up, this app displays transaction history and balance, as well as the location of nearby ATMs. For added convenience, it also allows deposit checks, pay bills, and transfer money to your physical bank account or other people with the same membership. The Vault section will
help you save by hiding money. You can also determine which account alerts you want to see. The bank awards cashback for specific purchases that you can also track through the app. Where can you run this program? The Green Dot app runs on Android 4.4, iOS 9.0 and watchOS 2.0 or later. Is there a better alternative? No, because the Green Dot App is
only for this bank. However, excellent alternatives to mobile banking include Walmart Money Card, Varo: Mobile Banking, and Bank of America Money Banking.This app is available and easy to use, regardless of your level of experience with e-banking. It's a shame that customer support isn't as smooth. Should you download it? Yes, if you have a Green Dot
bank account or debit card. It makes banking that much easier. Android has what seems like a billion different weather apps available, but when it comes to getting needed in easy-to-read fashion, we prefer 1Weather.1Weather Platform: Android Price: Free, $1.99 Pro Download PageFeaturesCurrent Weather Conditions, Hourly, and Detailed 10-Day
ForecastReal-Time Severe Weather WarningsOptional Constant Notification in The Menu Bar with Current ConditionsIndive Radar and Satellite with Multiple LayersTons Themes and Settings OptionsNo Ads (Pro Version Only)Where It Excels 1Weather crams almost all weather conditions you may need in simple weather conditions you may need in simple
to read the interface without feeling too cluttered or confusing. Swipe right to visit different sections, such as forecasting, graph viewing, radar, and more - each with their own individual tabs that set up the view (such as hourly or 10-day predictions). It also comes with several themes, so you can customize its look to your heart's desire. Where it falls short
Although the design of 1Weather is better than most weather apps that often feel very feel like its design can still be better. Yahoo Weather, for example, puts everything in one, simple, vertical scrolling view, which is better than switching between tons of different tabs. Similarly. Apple's default weather app on iPhone allows you to expand certain parts of the
interface for more instead of putting everything in front of you. Small touches like this can make a big difference in usability. However, 1Weather is better for most of its competition. G/O Media can get commissionMario Kart Live: Home CircuitThe Competition Yahoo Weather is my personal favorite bunch and it solves most of my design issues with 1Weather.
All you need is on the same screen, with less (but still readable text), as you scroll, you see the panels you want in descending order of total necessity (although you can change them). It fits into all the important things without losing space. Yahoo Weather's fall, unfortunately, is its radar card, which doesn't move-functionality fad that keeps it from our top
pick. Weatherbug has improved a lot since it was our best choice, but it just didn't surpass the more well thought out apps out there. Weatherbug suffers from overload clutter, making it difficult to read at first sight as 1Weather. However, it probably offers more weather information than any of the others on the list, so if that's what you want, Weatherbug is for
you. The Weather Channel aims to mimic the great design of Yahoo Weather for the first time, and it does the job well. Its biggest annoyance, however, is the unnecessary material between useful tile-giant ads, news and videos from the weather channel, and what's called Social Weather, which I can't imagine I ever want. And, you can't move these tiles
around, so I see little reason to use this over any of the others. AccuWeather has a similar problem, giving priority to graphics and gimmicks that will put in the way of the actual information you want. If you want a different paradigm in general, there are a few other interesting apps out there too, like Nice Weather with its flat, minimalist look, or eye in Sky
Weather, which is about as easy to read as they come (but doesn't give you much more than basic temperatures and predictions). If you want something really simple though, one of them will probably make you happy. These are not the only apps in the Play Store, but they are the most popular and the best we've looked at. If you have another favorite of
your own, be sure to mention it in the discussions below. Lifehacker's App Directory is a new and growing catalog of recommendations for the best applications and tools in a number of these categories. Good thoughts can come from anywhere, at any time. So can edit your best writing work. Keep your text handy, and ideas are easy to add, with these great
writing, notes, and the idea of collecting apps for Android.For the downside of writer's mobile site scene apps, check out the best apps for Ios. While writing in iOS may seem troublesome, with faster fingers or a Bluetooth keyboard you... MoreSolidNote and mNoteG/O Media can get commissionMario Kart Live: Home CircuitThe auto-economy, synchronized
everywhere service has become the foundation of Lifehacker's thinking, and for good reason. It's available almost everywhere, it's reduced to ultimate simplicity, and it constantly saves you work, so you don't have to. This is what Adam calls the Holy Grail of ubiquitous text capture. Two Android customers provide the best Simplenote experience. This author
prefers the paid ($2.37-ish) SolidNote, but only because of the slight polish on the controls and seemingly less lag during input. mNote, a free alternative, does just as well as work just by displaying and saving your Simplenote stuff, and maybe you won't experience the same lag. Despite all the cool performance modern technology was born, the holy grail for
me... Read moreSolidNote (AppBrain)mNote (AppBrain)Thinking SpaceSome Writers how to get on the page early and often, knocking out a very rough first project and then edit it over and over again. Others have ideas that they should outline, even if only the most elementary forms. For the latest crew, there's Thinking Space, a mind-mapping app for
Android that makes it easy to piece together disparate ideas and pull them out later in handy form-image files, via email, however you need them. Thinking Space for Android AppBrainAK NotepadIf Simplenote synchronization is not your thing, and if you're a fan of the yellow-legal-style iPhone Notes app, the AK Notepad is probably exactly what you need.
It's a simple client note, but it also allows those notes to work in and around your phone. Set reminders to note to ping you later, pin a specific note to your Android home screen, tag notes for search, and back them up on an SD card or Catch.com, the creator of another app on that list. AK Notepad (AppBrain)Evernote and Springpad Than words can enter
into a piece of text. Images dictated by notes, web links, and more can be pieces of the puzzle. Evernote is a more established universal capture tool that syncs with almost every available computing platform, and its Android client has just undergone an overhaul, making it a very viable tool. But we also dug in as Springpad popped up while Evernote was still
getting its Android base, providing a nicely different alternative. Both tools are free, and make your Android smartphone into a kind of secretary that follows you everywhere, waiting to hear your last thoughts that should end up inside work.iPhone/Android: The previously mentioned web service Springpad is a great web laptop and... Read more often All-Ins.'
AppBrainSpringpad AppBrainDroidRoomIf you're a fan of WriteRoom, Dark Room, or similar green terminal-text-on-empty-black-written DroidRoom continues the experience on Android. Deprived and simple by nature, it downloads and saves simple text files from the SD card, goes completely full screen until you write (notice bar hidden and everything), and
offers offers text and background. This $1 in Market.DroidRoom (AppBrain)ColorNote Sticky Notes are not a performance tool. When you see them stacked on a monitor, it's discouraging. But on a smartphone screen? They can be a simple reminder. Insert your quick thoughts somewhere noticeable with ColorNote-right under your Twitter client link, maybe?
- And you hopefully remember that first draft is due, by email, that person with a question, or whatever else you need to get your words done. ColorNote (AppBrain) We really appreciate your help (via Twitter) in culling together this list. If you have additional app recommendations that make it easier to write, brainstorm, and other type-y tasks on Android, tell
us about them in the comments. Television - you either love it or hate it. Or love-hate him? Anyway, we all have a deep if sometimes ambivalent relationship with our TVs. We use TV to relax, get information, stay connected, learn things, waste time, forget about problems, and the list can go on and on. Unsurprisingly, many have tried (and mostly failed) to
offer a truly portable TV watch device. And then there was the smartphone, bringing the silicon brain and the look of hi-res screens to the mainstream consumer. Increasingly larger smartphones these days can double as TVs without problems, provided you have the right apps. So for all of you TV maniacs, we bring you the best apps that transform your
Android device into a TV, so you can enjoy your favorite comedy, ball game, or reality show wherever you are. SPB TVSPB TV is a multi-platform app that lets you watch live TV shows from around the world for free. With over 120 channels to choose from, this app is one of the best apps out there to watch your favorite TV shows. Navigating through
channels is simple and you can adjust the quality of the streams from high to low. SPB TV is also great for watching video-on-demand TV shows. Other notable features include a wide range of public channels, a quick channel view, a quick channel change, an integrated TV guide, image-to-image and on-screen control. SPB TV for Android on
AppBrainCrackle - Movies and TVAnother Awesome Android app that will turn your Android into a Crackle TV. Crackle - Movies and TV lets you watch full-length TV shows and movies on your Android smartphone and tablet for free. We love the fact that this app is capable of streaming high quality video, with over 20 new TV episodes and movies added
each month. And we're talking about unlimited on-demand videos in different genres. some may complain about random commercials, given that it's completely free, downloading Crackle is well worth it. Crackle is currently available in the US, Canada, UK and Australia.Crackle - Movies and TV for Android on AppBrainIn2Streams - Streaming Do you know
that you can actually watch any TV show on your Android device? Thanks to In2Streams - Streaming TV app for Android, you can now access all your favorite TV shows in snap. The app has over 5,000 TV episodes ready for your enjoyment of viewing. The only downside is that you will need to subscribe to the In2Streams service. The app, however, is free
to download. If you've tried the service on your computer, you'll easily see the many benefits of using this app. In2Streams - Streaming TV for Android on AppBrainTV.com Will love the cool TV.com android app. TV.com allows access to CBS channels like CNBC, CW, ET, CBS Showtime, CBS Sports and CNET, without painful subscription fees. The app
essentially provides the entire TV experience on your Android smartphone or tablet. If you're looking for great shows including your favorite comedies, then TV.com app is exactly what you need. The new version is now faster, with a recently improved layout design that provides easy access to many of your favorite TV episodes. And yes, the quality of the
video is excellent as well. If you have plenty of time to kill, download TV.com for Android right now. TV.com for Android on AppBrainTV Listings for AndroidTV Listings for Android is a fast and easy app that will allow you to watch over 13,000 TV channels from the US. We love this app for its simple design and functionality. There is no complex user interface
here, only pure streaming. TV Listings for Android covers all kinds of shows - by air, cable and satellite. Notable features include tabs, movie ratings, reminders, filtering, and search. TV listings for Android is a great app that will definitely turn your phone or tablet into a mobile TV. TV listings for Android for Android on AppBrainIMDb Movies and TVOf of
course, we can't forget about IMDb and its special mobile app for Android. IMDb is the most reliable source of information when it comes to movies and TV shows. The IMDb Movies and TV app for Android allows you to search for more than 2 million movies and TV games, complete with useful reviews and ratings to help you stay away from these boring
unexploded shells. We personally love IMDb high quality movie trailers and Showtime movie graphics. You can also watch TV ads for your own local time zone and watch teams from previous shows. You can even search for DVD and Blu-ray titles by scanning the barcode or using the cover of art photos. Sounds good, doesn't it? IMDb Movies and TV for
Android on AppBrainWorld Streaming TVThe World Streaming The app sits at the top of Google Play for the video and media apps category. The new version of the app has undergone several bug fixes, and it should run smoothly on any Android smartphone and tablet. True to its name, the app has a huge list of channels for you to choose from, from over
70 different countries. Now you you you Watch your favorite TV shows, matches or world news, 24 hours a day. The user interface is simple enough to get used to in minutes. You can save your shows and channels by bookmarking them and you can also join the WSTV community for suggestions and support. World Streaming TV for Android on
AppBrainShowTimes - GuideSurely Series, you don't want to miss a single episode of your favorite TV show. Whether it's Game of Thrones or The Big Bang Theory, you can keep up with your Android device and ShowTimes app.  So what makes this app special? While it's not exactly an app that will allow you to stream the show, it's perfect for keeping up
to date with the latest episodes released on TV. We just love the simplicity of the app. The navigation is simple and the relevant results come blazing quickly through the search function. The ShowTimes app for Android also has a widget that will display your shows and add a reminder to your calendar. There is also a backup option to save your shows on
your SD card. There you have - our list of hand-picked best apps that allow you to enjoy the TV on the go. Which one is your favorite? Have we forgotten about the cool Android TV app? Application? greene king season ticket app android
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